Anna University, Chennai

Anna University was established on 4th September 1978 as a unitary type of University. It offers higher education in engineering, technology and allied sciences relevant to the current and projected needs of the society.

Madras Institute of Technology (MIT) is a campus of Anna University offers higher education with the objective of devising and implementing programs of education in engineering & technology, constituting a blend of the conventional and unconventional career courses in UG, PG & Ph.D levels that are relevant to the current and projected need of society.

Library, MIT Campus

The Library MIT was established in the year 1949. The library, MIT Campus has good collection of books, journals, e-books, e-journals and databases to cater the needs of the students, research scholars and faculty members in Engineering, Technology and Science and Humanities disciplines. It also provides various services and supports for learning, teaching and research. The Library is fully automated with RFID Technology. The Library has 1360 sq. m. of space to accommodate resources and for reading space.

Objectives of the Programme

- To train the participants on various Tools and Techniques used for Library Services.
- To train the participants on Transforming Library Services to Digital Environment.

Resources Persons

- Eminent Persons/Experts from Library and Information Science.

Registration Fee : NIL

Total number of participants will be restricted to 30 numbers. Participants will be selected on FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS.

Refreshments and Lunch will be provided.

Participants are requested to send the scanned copy of filled in registration form through E-mail to mitlibraryevents@gmail.com

Topics to be covered

- Library Automation
- Open Source Software
- Digital Libraries
- Open Source Tools
- Open Access Resources
- RSS feeds for ToC
- Reference Management Tools.
- Social Media
- Digital Content
- Impact Factor
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REGISTRATION FORM
One day Training Programme on “Library Services and Systems in Higher Education” on 11-3-2020

1. Name: 
2. Designation: 
3. Class (Student): 
4. Institution/College: 
5. Community: 
6. Contact Number: 
7. E-mail: 

Authorization Certificate
Dr./Mr./Ms. ____________________________
is permitted to attend the Training programme at Library, MIT Campus, Anna University, Chennai-600044.

Participant Sponsoring Authority

Date: 
Place: 

Eligibility:
- LIS Professionals working in Academic and Public Libraries.
- LIS Students.

Participants will be selected on first come-first-served basis.

Contact Numbers:
- Landline: 044 – 22516384
- Mobile No: 8610248393

Mailing Address:
The Coordinator
(Training Programme on Library Services and Systems in Higher Education)
Library, MIT Campus
Anna University
Chromepet
Chennai-600 044.

E-mail ID: mitlibraryevents@gmail.com

Important Note:
Candidates selected for the programme should get the authorization certificate signed from the sponsoring authority without fail.

Important Dates:
- Submission of Application: 28-2-2020
- Intimation of Selection: 02-3-2020
- Confirmation by Participants: 05-3-2020

ORGANIZERS

VICE CHANCELLOR: Dr.M.K.Surappa
Anna University
Chennai

REGISTRAR: Dr.L.Karunamoorthy
Anna University
Chennai

DEAN MIT: Dr.T.Thyagarajan
MIT Campus
Anna University

CONVENOR: Dr.V.Rhymend Uthariaraj
Professor-In-Charge
University Library
Anna University

CO-CONVENOR: Dr.K.M.Parammasivam
Professor-In-Charge
Library, MIT Campus

COORDINATOR: Dr.K.S.Sivakumaren
Asst.Univ. Librarian- Gr.I
Library, MIT Campus

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
- Thiru G.S.Sivakumar
- Tmt. N.Mary Priscilla
- Tmt. S.Senthamarai
- Tmt. Abida Begum
- Selvi. J.Jaisankari
- Thiru R.Vairavan

VENUE: Digital Knowledge Centre
Library, MIT Campus
Chromepet, Chennai-600 044.